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ABSTRACT 
The paper presents results from an international survey of snap bean production 

in developing countries. To assess the economic potential of snap beans, production 
and marketing conslrainis were first identified. Survey results show that labour, 
disease and insect susceptibility of rnmmonly used culti\·,!I's, poor seed quality and 
associated distribution problems, and the high risk from fluctuating producer prices 
are the major constraining factors. Snap bean production in developing countries 
amounts to currently about 4.5 million ml, with China producing :-LO<l.5 million mt 
of that amount. Demand growth estimates show that snap bean demand will have 
increased by ti% by the vear 2000. Unavoidable demand growth, from population 
and urbanization effects represent :n% demand growth. The latter is equally shared 
by China and the rest of the developing world (ROD\V). Preliminary results from 
Colombia are presented. suggesting yield potential of more than 30% from integrated 
pest management (1PM) techniques and improved varieties. These components of 
technology will be important in increasing yields to satisfy growing world demand 
and to improve small farmers income. 

Introduction 
This paper presents results of a study assessing the economic potential of snap beans 

in the tropics. Little has been published about the green-harvested pod of Phaseolus 
vulgaris L. in the tropics. In 1988-·89 a study was conducted at the Centro Internacional 
de Agricultura Tropical (CIAr), to determine whether expanded research efforts on this 
crop v,.:ould be justified within the International Agricultural Research System (IARC). 
CIA T has the world mandate within this system for dry common bean research and 
consequently holds a comparative advantage with respect to other research centers 
through its extensive germplasm collection and information base. As such, it is visualized 
that CIAT may expand its research agenda by including snap baens. 

An initial data survey revealed, that existing country data on snap beans were either 
non-existing, incomplete or inaccurate. As a consequence, country case studies were 
implemented to generate primary data on production, consumption and marketing of 
snap beans. Detailed information is now available from Colombia, Brazil, Costa Rica, 
Rwanda, Turkey, Indonesia, Taiwan, the Philippines and China. From analyses of 
preliminary information, several production constraints became evident and these were 
investigated in more detail in projects in Colombia. These multidisciplinary projects fully 
cooperate with the Colombian national agricultural research program (ICA) and have 
already resulted in some transfer of technology to the small farmers of the research region 
of Sumapaz. 

The first section of this paper discusses current Third World production, consump
tion/trade and marketing estimates. The second part assesses major production con
straints, while the third section treats the potential for improvement of constraints in lieu 
of future demand projections. The paper concludes with a discussion and recommenda
tions for future research. 

* Centro International de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT), Cali, Colombia. 
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\Vorldwide overview of snap beans 
In addition to the dry bean. Plzaseolus vulgaris L. is highly valued in the developing 

vvorld for several other uses, i, e, bean leaves, snap beans and green bean seed. In Latin 
America and Africa dry heans constitute an important part of the human diet. In the 
latter. also bean leaves are highly appreciated for their high vitamin A contents (Janssen 
et al., 1988), Snap beans are cultivated in Latin America. the :VI iddie East, ,\frica and 
Asia (Table 1). II ow ever, African production is chiefly geared tmvards the European 
(and to a minor extent, l\Iiddle Eastern) off-season fresh export market and is only 
marginally important for local consumption. As is presented in Table l, total Third 
World snap bean production is estimated at about ,t0-4.5 million mt of ,.vhich the Latin 
American share is 250-300,000 mt, the African share is ,10,000 mt and the !VIidd!e East and 
Northern African share (Egypt and Morocco) is G00,000 mt. These figures appear small 
in comparison with Asian production of :tG-4.0 million mt. This result is highly biased 
towards China's share of :tO<t5 million mt. 

Snap beans, in general, are culti,ated by small farmers. Average farm size is less than 
l ha. The majority of snap bean farms in the developing world are near urban centers. 
:VIost often snap beans are produced as part of a system, in rotation with other vegetables 
like tomatoes, cucumbers and peas, which are also grown on trellises. Climbing bean 
varieties are predominant in the developing world. However, bush type varieties arc 
grown in Costa Rica, China and Middle Eastern countries (among others). Cultivation of 
bush type beans demands less labour, but yield less and can only be harvested once or 
twice (Van Loohuizen, 1989). 

The aggregated monetary value of snap beans is significant. \1'/ith an average pro
ducer price of US$ 0.25 per kg this would amount to a value of US$ 1.1 billion at the farm 
level, and US$ 1.8 billion at the retail level. But like many perishable fresh vegetables, 
producer prices fluctuate dramatically and marketing margins are large (50-2501?,6). Data 
from Colombia, Philippines, Indonesia and Sri Lanka show farm-gate prices varying by 
more than a 100% within a week (CIAT, 1988,1989). 

Table l Global snap bean indicators on production and consumption 
-·----"'-·"'·"'-·-"'=·,~ ·---""-"""··--c·es-c.s=-,--- - ----~-----------·---~-- ----~~-~----

Total 
Production 

Value of 
production 

as% of total Yield 
production 

Consumption 

(mt) vegetable (kg/ha) 
(LTS$ 1000) (kg/cap/year) 

production 
---~----~--

Latin America 
Argentina 41,900 I. 7 !J.:100 12,570 l. :i 
Brazil !)2,000 2.0 7,000 27,600 0.7 
Chile 39.500 3.2 7,900 11,850 :1.2 
Colombia 76,000 5.8 7,000 22,800 2.7 

Africa + Middle East 
Turkey 100,000 6.2 2.000 200.000 8.0 
Egypt 117,500 Li 8,700 100,000 2.5 
Morocco 17,880 1.3 I0.200 8,000 0.9 
Kenya 10,000 2.3 5,000 5,000 Export 
Hwanda 1,000 O.G 2,000 800 Export 

Asia 
China :l,500,000 :ui 15,000 800.000 :u 
India 4G,1:B 0. I 2,135 13,839 () .1 
Indonesia 4:1.4!)8 1.6 G,200 l:UIH 0.3 
Philippines l!l. :iOO 1.2 :U50 5,850 0.2 

'"----~-~-~··· --- --- ~ -----~ 

Source : Data collected from National Statistics, Food Budget Surveys, FAO production yearbooks 
1982-86, ITC and personal communications. 



:\onetlwless. sn;l1J bean cultivation ;;till prn\'l.'S U: b, ii proiit:ilJlt' ,mall farm actiYi!~, 
Cnrnlry data show ilrnt the benefil-cost (B/C; rmio. although th" br,,•st in Turkey with 
Ll fi, can be as hig'11 as 1.7 as d(•monstrnted in I :1dor,:.:,;ia (T:1bk 21. Typically, Asi;;n 
countries show a much better performance tnan other deYelopin1{ cutmtries, This is dllr 
tn a higher input usage, c 0 pecial\y frnilizers. and signiiicantly h:g!wr:, idds (CL\T, 198K, 
L989) 

Snap beans generally arc :·ecol[.nized as a goocl-tas!in;(. easy to conk, rncdimn
nutritious regetablt:' that fits in many kinds of local food dishes. Ho,\ eyer. different 
countries prodttce and consume different kinds of snap beans that Yary in length, shape. 
t~ste ,md color (from white to black) Therefore, the highly preferred type of snap bean 
in China (or Turkey) would receive a significant discount in a Costa mean or Colombian 
market. Table I ,,hows snap bean consumption levels and its relative importance with 
n•spect to total \egetablt> intake. Apart from coun1rie:-; like China. Turkey and Chile, per 
capita consumption in devf'loping cotmlrif's is less than the L S. consumption of :l kg/ 
:i!'ar. A similar plwnmnenon exists for the snap bean share of total vegetable consump 
tion~ 

Although the majority of snap bean production in the deye]oping world i:- for 
domestic consumption, some 85.000 mt is traded on the international markt't e,err year, 
either as a high-quality fresh product or in canned form (International Track Ct'ntre. 
1988). In general. LDC's utilize their comparative adrnntage of lower labour costs to cut 
in on the higher-priced European and Middle Eastern market,;. Moreover. because of 
climatic advantages, they can supply fresh produce during Northern off-cwason periods. 
As such, the African countries exporting fresh snap beans are able io generate a hard 
foreign currency inflow of l1S$ 1,500-4,800 per hectare qf snap beans, with additional 
benefits from increased employment opporl unities (Schasfoort and Westerhof. 1988). 
China and to a much smaller extent. Turkey and Kenya export in total about :{5,000 mt 
of canned snap beans annually with a wholesale value of US$ 10--20 million. 

Snap bean consumption is highly income-dependent. In general this means that when 
people's purcha~,ing power improves, more snap beans are bought. Evidence also shows 
that, in Colombia for example, snap beans are more responsive to income than tomatoes. 
grern peas, onions, carrots and cabbage (CIAT. 1988). ln most countries snap beans are 
considered a ''luxury item". The income elasticity of vegetables and snap beans in 
particular, is typically twice that of dry beans, suggesting that with rising incomes, people 
will purchase relatively more green beans than dry beans. Although there are variations 
among countries. the income elasticity is estimated at 0.2-0.4. Consumption in the richest 
income group is often 5-7 times that of the poorest. 

Snap bean consumption is affected not only by increasing incomes but by urbaniza
tion as well. Data from Colombia, Brazil, the Philippines and Indonesia show evidence of 

Table 2 Snap bean production statistics for selected developing coun
tries 

Average farm size (ha) 
Avt>rage yield ( rnt/hn) 
,:'\vNage farm price (usS/mt) 
;\'pt Yalue of production (us$/ha) 
Labour cost~ (l\i OF total co:--.ts) 
SePd cosb (ft;J OF total costs) 
( 'hemical control costs 
( 01) OF total cost:--) 

\'o of chemical applications 
Fertilizer ctists 

( 0 () OF total co:-;ts) 

RNurn to costs 

* Returns to costs for export firm. 

Colombia 

2-5 
10 

270 
8:l2 
:l9 

9 
JI 

12 

1.:.1 

Co:,;ta Rica 

~$--1 
j_.j 

:~57 
689 
II 
20 

8 
ll.8 

5 

1.5 

Brazil Turkey 

5-20 :; 
:J 8 

200 :JGO 
235 

28 rn 
8 5 

1:i 10 
H,_o 5 

20 

1.2 

Rwanda 

.2- ·" 

120 
;;oo 
Hi 
10 

10 

11 

1-2' 

Philippines Taiwan 

.5-:l 
17-:i 
i:;:i 
751 
:,5 

11 
G 

I. G 

1-2 
211 

29"1 
2210 
20 
7 

7 
12 

Hi 

l.i 
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t,rban snap bean consum;n10n being two to four times hi1.d1er than rural cm1c,umption 
(CL\'l, Hl8KHl89). Lai in ,\rnerica is already considered highly urbauized \\·ith a degree of 
urbanization of ,0%. Hoffevt:r. Africa and ,\sia (China) shmv that only :Q\, and :wlt of 
,he population live in citiec;. respectively. Given an t•stimated annual growth of :J-4% of 
~irban areas fWrn Id Bank. )!18"/L this presents a significant potential for futurP snap beaii 
consumption growth. 

Snap bean production constraints 
Snap beans are a ''high-input high-output" crop. Thus in order to generate possible 

high returns on imestment, besides being wry labour-intensive, the crop requires high 
len:ls of fertilizer and pesticides. In addition, irrigation has shown to have a significantly 
positive effecl on prodnc'iion in several countries. Table 2 summarizes snap bean produc
tion input share,,. Labour can account for half of total production costs, while fertilizers 
and pesticides can take up 20-<l0%. ln addition. in some countries tutoring materials han:• 
recently become increasiniih,· more c,pensive and may become an economic constraint in 
the near future. In this case a possible alternatiYe ,:ould be the intruduc!ion of appropriate 
hush \ arieties. 

Fann survey 1 esults demonstn1te that producers worldwide are fairly consistent 
when questioned about snap bean production constraints. Tht' constraints most frequent
ly c:ted were: labour: <;ced qualily and seed distribution ; pest and disease pressure (and 
!he need for frequent pesticide applicatimw) ; and farm-gate price fluctuations. Inherenl 
iO high input usage, is th<' funher problem ()f availability of capitaL From a survey in 
Colombia it was found howe,er, that only 50% of snap bean farnwrs utilized comnwrcial 
credit tCIAT. 1989). The remaining half of farmers relied on their own (family/friends) 
resources. were either unable to obtain credit or found i1 too risky. 

Traditionally. vegetable seed production has been monopolized by major l'.S and 
European seed companies. Seed has been bred and selected for more temperate climates 
and targeted to the specific demands of developed countries consumers and canning/ 
freezing industries. As a consequence. developing countries experience major problem:, 
with the adaptability of imported seed to their different climatic (tropical) conditions, 
Some of these LDC markets arc viewed by the seed export companies as residual or 
monopoly markets and hence do not offer incentives for product improvement :\'lost 
often local commercial seed production is on a small scale and targeted to multiply seed 
from the ''adapted" importt:•d variety, while at least half of the farmers rely on seed 
multiplied on their own farms (Belt, 1989). Hence, farmers face heavy disease pressures 
from rust, anthracnose, BCMV, bacterial blight downy mildew and others, besides poor 
seed germination and ,·igor. In addition. snap beans from imported seed often do not 
satisfy local consumer preferences as is the case in Colombia, Turkey and China. 

v\' eekly or depending on the season, twice-weekly fumigations with pesticides are 
required throughout the deYeloping world. An in-depth diagnostic study on pesticides 
management of Colombian snap bean farmers in the Sumapaz area shows that cocktails 
of 1-2 kinds of insecticides mixed with :1--5 different fungicides at a time are applied to 
control white fly, leaf miner, anthracnose and rusL Laboratory findings shmv that out of 
22 insecticides commonly used for snap beans in Colombia, only 4 were effective against 
,vhite fly ( Trialeurodes vaporium). an important production-limitilw pest. It was also 
diagnosed that the high rate of applications caused resistance among white fly and leaf 
miner and significantly decreased the natural enemy populations of 1hese pests (CIAT, 
1989). 

Farmers risk behaYiour does influence pest management. An assessment of the 
importance of risk in the Sumapaz area, demonstrated that small farmers are not as 
risk-adverse as was hypothesized. However, weekly pesticide applications can, to some 
extent, be interpreted as payment of a "risk-premium" against possible future insect and 



disease attacks (CL\T. 1989L Consequently the frequency of applications by the farmer 
will be higher than as may be advised by entomologists. 

Besides the high economic cost to the farmer in terms of labour and chemical 
expenses this pesticide mis-management has dangerous repercussions on human health 
and welfare and on the ecology in general. Blood samples from villagers (farmers includ
ed) in the Sumapaz region demonstrated that 2'~b and 17\Jii of the samples in t,vo 
consccutiYe rallies showed levels of intoxication by chernicals (organo-phosphates and 
carbamatcs). How ever, laboratory tests on chemical residues in snap beans have not yet 
shown any levels of possible damage to consumers (ICA, 1989). These results arc prelimi
nary and more tests still need to be conducted. However, they do indicate that the mis-use 
of pesticides poses a serious health threat to farm workers and their families, but not to 
urban consumers. 

Depending on the country, the labour requirement for a 90-day climbing snap bean 
crop is on the average 250-680 man-days per ha, or :3-7 persons a day. Typically, Asian 
farmers use more than double the labour that their African or Latin American colleagues 
require. This is roughly comparable to the cultivation of other vegetables like tomatoes or 
peas. Howeyer, it is at least more than double the labour needed for a common bean or 
potato crop (Janssen et al., 1988). The labour issue has a dichotomous nature. While 
individual snap bean farmers regard it as a major constraint, at the country level, the 
labour intensiveness of vegetable farming in general and snap beans in particular is 
viewed as an employment generator and as such, benefitting economic growth and 
development. 

Severe producer price fluctuations of snap beans are evident throughout the develop
ing world. Colombian data show price variations of up to 200~l6 within one week. In most 
other countries monthly fluctuations of 50-1509'i; are not uncommon (CIAT, 1988, 1989). 
The extensi,·e marketing channel absorbs much of the oscillations with the consumer only 
facing the tail-end of it, i. e. the retail price, which does not remarkably differ from other 
produce. The perishable nature of snap beans and the many pricing points in the channel 
arc larg·ely responsible for the high marketing margin. Farm-gate prices are to a great 
extent a function of lagged quantity supplied. The latter is influenced by farmers' price 
expectations, short-term and seasonal climatic conditions. Farmers to a certain degree 
"hedge" against the high risk caused by price fluctuations. Some of the bigger farmers in 
Colombia deliver on contract directly to urban retail outlets. In the Philippines a large 
number of farmers are on contract with input suppliers, who pay them on average a 
lower, but more stable guaranteed price. For the same reason a small marketing coop was 
formed in Silvania, Colombia. Moreover, in China, a large number of the semi-and 
peri-urban vegetable farmers sell their produce directly on the "free" retail markets 
(Henry and Li, 1989). 

Besides marketing practices to reduce revenue instabilities, agronomic practices, like 
staggered planting, are ,videly utilized. This increases the number of harvests and 
subsequently evens out the "high" and "low" prices. At the same time this method will 
improve the farmer's cash-flow. However, it may have an adverse effect on insect infesta
tions of the crop. Clearly not all farmers value the advantages of this practice as is shown 
by Colombian data. This demonstrates that only 58% of the farms stagger planting, with 
a significantly higher frequency among "small" farms ( <6 ha) and "big" farms (>6 ha) 
than intermediate-sized farms (CIAT, 1989). Another agronomic practice is irrigation. 
Cnclcr certain (seasonal) climatic conditions the use of irrigation can also be considered 
as a means of risk spreading. 

Of the constraints discussed so far there is no clear consensus about priorities, since 
!hey vary by country. However, it can be concluded that seed quality, insect and disease 
resistance appear to be of global concern among all the countries surveyed. Tackling 
these problems would seem to offer the best strategy for improving production of snap 
beans. 



Future potential of snap beans 
Give11 a current LDC snap bean production volunw and disappc;F,mces of -1.0- L1 

million rnt and assuming an average population growth rate of t.:{-2.il'\,. an urban gro1\th 
of 3-1'.\;, and an income growth of 0.3- LS~\,. coupled with an income elasticity fo1 ~;nap 
beans of 0.2-(U C\Yorld Bank. 19S7; CIAT. 19~9), a snap ]wan demand for th(' developing 
world is estimated m 6.5 million mt for !he year :WOO (Tabk :n. This represents an 
c1n,rage annual dPmand growth of 490. 

Given current LDC snap bean production uf -L5 million mi mid no evidence o! 
significant increases, a future deficit is most likely. In order to overcome this 2 million mi. 
gap and to keep up with snap bean demand growth, production levels need to ht' 
increased, either by alleviating existing constraints. increasing acreage, both in traditional 
and new areas. and/or increasing the number of crops per year. 

Besides investigating pesticide management practices in snap bt>an productioll. th,· 
Sumapaz project in Colombia has attL'.mpted to assess the impact qf introctuctioc of 
Integrated Pest Management Practices (IPfvl) and improyed snap bean Yarit"tic,;. 
Although the project has nol been completed yet and St'\'t>ral trials need to be rt'peated. 
preliminary results are quite promising. In one trial 3 management ,,ystems were evaluat
ed with varying levels of insecticides, using the local snap bean rnriety. As Tah1P ! shmvs. 
there was a significan! difference between the lPl\J system' and the Traditional system'", 
The IP?vl method decreased chemical applications by j0%, thus reducing pesticides and 
labour expenses by 20%. :\foreover. the same system demonstrated an incn'asp in yield uf 
22%. \vith no significant difference in product quality. The yiPld increase and cost 
reduction translate into an increase of the B/C ratio from Lll to l.:H. This trial only 
treated insect management : fungicide applications were constant ( CIAT, HJ89). Otlwr 
trials. still in progress, will assess IP:Vl systems ,vith varying fungicide levels. 

In 198G an imprm·ed CL-\T snap bean Yariety (HAB-229), resistant to rust, BU\!\" 
and anthracnose, was introduced in the Colonibian Cauca Yalley and demonstrated a 
potential for yield improvement of 30% (CIAT, 1987). Considering the IP;VI method and 
!he improved yariety as one package, one can make a conserYaii\'c cstirnatt• that tlw 
introduction of this package corresponds to a potential to increase yields by :-\O-H)();; and 
farmcr,c, revenues from snap bean cultiyation, by :!5-35qii. In the longer nm not only 
farmers, but also consumers would benefit from lower retail prices and a "healthit'r 
product'' due to the reduction in the exposure of crop ro chemicals. 

Table :3 LDC's projected snap bean demand 

1989 demand (million mi) 
2000 demand growth % from : 

population effect 
urbanization effect 
income effect 

2000 demand (million mt) 

* HODW -Rest of Developing World. 

China 

:l.00 

15% 
8% 

11% 

"""'···~~-·,,~~~-~~---•,.-•,-•·~~~, .. 

ROD\V* 

LiO 

J1'.l;; 
11% 

•)0/ 
cC/() 

2.25 

Source : Snap Bean Project. Internal data, CIAT. l!l8!J : World Bank, 198,. 

Total 

l. 50 

21% 
10% 
8% 

G.55 

* Integrated Pest Management system based on biological and chemical control and 
improyecJ agronomic practices. 

* * Traditional insect management based on \Veekly insecticide applications. 
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Table -1 insect management snap beans in Sumapaz, 
Colombia, 1989 

:\lanagement 
system : 

1. Traditional'" 
2. Chemical"' 
:l. !Pl\1' 1 

No of 
applications 
insecticides 

~~~~~~ ------ =---.~-------.--.--, __ 

Total insect 
management 

costs Yidd 
( USS/ha) (kg/ha) 

H(j 0 1:3, t08 
388 7 14, 191 
:~30 ~21 16,:m 

a) Traditional insect management based on weekly insecticide applications. 

'\)d) B/C 
ratio 

- ---~---------------

() 1.11 
t 6 1.20 
i 22 l.:!7 

b) "Rational" management based on insecticide application according to infestation levels. 
c) Integrated Pest :\1anagement based on biological and chemical control and improwd 

agronomic practices. 
cl) Percentage difference with respect to traditional system. 

Conclusions and recommendations 
In this paper evidence has been presented suggesting that the major constraints to 

snap bean production in the developing; world are ; seed quality and distribution, disease 
resistance, high labour and input costs, and the high risk from fluctuating producer 
prices. Further, an estimate was made of projected snap bean demand in the developing 
world for the year 2000, implying a significant future production deficit. And finally it 
was shown that a packa.ge of !PM-alternatives and improved varieties has the potential 
for yield improvement. decreasing pesticide applications and subsequent lowering of 
input costs. 

Based on the above and on the demand projections in Table 4, the following observa
tions might be made : 
* China accounts for 2/3 of total developing world snap bean consumption. 
* The exponential snap bean demand gnnvth for the developing; world is estimated at 

/15'.¾> for the year 2000. 
* Approximately 60% of total demand growth will take place in China, while 40% in the 

RODW. 
* Most probable demand growth, from population and urbanization, is estimated at 

:n%, shared equally by China and the RODW. 
Population and urbanization growth is a "near certainty" and unavoidable. The 

income effect of the demand growth is an endogenous variable with a much lower 
probability. Hence the major observation that can be made is that, although China 
production is twice that of the RODW, equal attention should be paid to China with 
respect to the RODW for future snap bean research activities. 

The production constraints in most developing countries could to a great extent be 
lessened by the introduction of 1PM alternatives and higher-yielding resistant varieties. 
However, China and the RODW differ significantly in research needs. China shows yields 
of up to 20 mt/ha for which extreme high levels of labour and inputs are required. 
Otherwise, production constraints, although to a somewhat lesser degree, are comparable 
to those in other developing countries. In order to achieve major impact for China's much 
needed supply increase, the research agenda should include, besides work on disease 
resistance, breeding for earliness and cold tolerance. In addition, introduction of high• 
yielding bush type varieties may alleviate labour constraints in the recently opened 
horticulture areas of China's l\orth-East. 

As vegetables in general form an important part of daily food consumption in China, 
snap bean research has advanced relatively further in the latter, than in other developing 
countries. However, inadequate agriculture extension, due to severe lack of resources, 
will prove to be the major obstacle for rapid technology transfer. 



CL\T holds the ,nirld mandate for common beans. In addition to its extensi,e 
experience and information lmse, it hold,, the world's largest P!wseolus gerrnplasm 
collenion. To a large extrnt this could be applied to snap beans. In addition. CL\T has 
1w-cntly st;irtecl minor collaboration with research institutes in the major snap bean• 
producing countries in lerms of gennplasrn anf information exchange. Co11sequentl~. 
beram,e of tht>se rnmparatiw ach ania}~t•s, it is envisioned that CL\T may l's\pancl its 
future n·search agenda hy inc!ucling snap beans. 
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Discussion 
Saharan, H. A. (l\lalaysia) : Since China is the largest producer of snap twans. may l 

know how much rest·arch is carried out in China ? 
Answer: lVlajor research is carried out by BVRC and YR! (C\AS) on diseasi.• and insect 

resistance-breeding and YR! is attempting to classify the 2.000 (snap) bean accessions 
for protein, resistance and fiber contents. Indeed, among the countries, the amount 
of research on snap beans is larger in China than in other countries as wgetables pla:, 
a major role in the diet of Chinese people. In other countries where research is not 
carried out extensively, the role of CIAT could be important. 

Ram Phal (India) : You mentioned that the leaf miner was one of the most important 
diseases in Colombia. ls it an insect pest or a disease ? 

Ans,ver : I apologizl' for the slip in the tongue. The kaf miner is an insect -which causes 
extensive damage to snap beans with marked yield decrease in Colombia. 

Midmore, D. J. (CIP) : You indicated that the imported seeds were preferred to the 
locally produced ones and ,vere twice as expensive. \Vill CIAT-clcvelopecl varieties 
have the same low acceptability if locally produced ·: Will CIAT stimulate the 
production of good quality seed that can be locally produced ? 

Answer : The imported seeds are preferred due to constant quality which may not lw 
necessarily good. CIAT as an international research institute can only offer the 
National Research Programs an improved technology, i. e. improved varieties. The 
National Programs through their extension efforts have the responsibility to transfer 
the new varieties to the farmers. CIAT can assist in this aspect by teaching :\ational 



Program people methods of improycd seed selection and production strategies. 
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